Occult Invasion
The New Age
Today’s prevailing mood is broadmindedness not dogmatism.
The new age is not so much a separate and new belief system as it is an
incorporation of all religions under one ecumenical language and head. It is
a semantic revolution to unify all religions under the pretence that all roads
lead to God.
• The age of unity ask for no absolutes – especially in morals.
• Truth becomes relative and is everything that the individual feels
comfortable.
• The modern mentality is fostered by the “human potential” movement that
makes everything in the universe subject to man including spiritual and
psychic powers to be used for our own end.
Alchemy -In its original, literal meaning, theories and experiments involving the
transmutation (dissolving and combining) of base metals to form gold though
chemical and/or supernatural processes. Today, it caries the meaning of a mystical
transformation in New Age consciousness through various mystical techniques.
•
•

The new spirituality is strongly ecumenical, and dominates not only religion
but finds legal enforcement through politics. All direct mention of religion or
religious terms is removed and new age philosophy is imported under the
guise of history (local tradition) and natural science (evolution).
• The mention of a personal God and devil is removed and replaced with a
“godforce” with a dark and light side.(Eastern mysticism)
Jam 1:17 Every3956 good18 gift1394 and2532 every3956 perfect5046 gift1434 is2076 from
above,509 and cometh down2597 from575 the3588 Father3962 of lights,5457 with3844
whom3739 is1762 no3756 variableness,3883 neither2228 shadow644 of turning.5157
•

The chaos caused by the enemy worldwide becomes the motivation for
world powers to seek unity at any cost – even truth.
• It is acceptable to profess some sort of spirituality and the less defined the
more acceptable.
• Occultism wants man to believe that he is a god capable of creating his own
reality with his own mind.
Gen 3:5 For3588 God430 doth know3045 that3588 in the day3117 ye eat398 thereof,4480 then
your eyes5869 shall be opened,6491 and ye shall be1961 as gods,430 knowing3045
good2896 and evil.7451
• The Greek mindset of the modern man seeks after knowledge, signs, wonders
and power. The promise of godhood and control of ones own destiny suits
the appetite of this mindset.
• The modern church confuse occult power manifestations for a great revival
and is led to worship at the dragons feet.
Rev 13:4 And2532 they worshiped4352 the3588 dragon1404 which3739 gave1325 power1849
unto the3588 beast:2342 and2532 they worshiped4352 the3588 beast,2342 saying,3004
Who5101 is like unto3664 the3588 beast?2342 who5101 is able1410 to make war4170 with3326
him?846
•

2Th 2:4 Who opposeth480 and2532 exalteth himself5229 above1909 all3956 that is called3004
God,2316 or2228 that is worshiped;4574 so that5620 he846 as5613 God2316 sitteth2523 in1519
the3588 temple3485 of God,2316 showing584 himself1438 that3754 he is2076 God.2316
• The secular world is in search for political, military and spiritual power.
• Demonic communication to men contradicts itself because it is not just a
power that is presented to men but is always accompanied by a consistent
anti Christian philosophy.
• The constant message from the devil is: God is an impersonal force, death is
not real, man’s destiny is to evolve into godhood and the secret to his
evolution is knowledge.
• Babylon controlled the masses through a unity of government, church and
economical and military power.
• The revival of Babylon at the end of the age carries the same spirit and
motive driven by the same devilish power unto the revelation of the Antichrist.
2Ti 3:5 Having2192 a form3446 of godliness,2150 but1161 denying720 the3588 power1411
thereof:846 from such turn away.665, 5128
• By importing new age occult teaching under the veneer of Christian
terminology the church gets confused between positive thinking/ confession
and faith, God’s love and ecumenism, the power of God and the power of
the devil.
• The whole world seeks spiritual power; this would become their common
bond. The Christian seeks God and His divine will.
Mat 24:24 For1063 there shall arise1453 false Christs,5580 and2532 false prophets,5578
and2532 shall show1325 great3173 signs4592 and2532 wonders;5059 insomuch that,5620 if1487
it were possible,1415 they shall deceive4105 the3588 very2532 elect.1588
2Th 2:9 Even him, whose3739 coming3952 is2076 after2596 the working1753 of Satan4567
with1722 all3956 power1411 and2532 signs4592 and2532 lying5579 wonders,5059
2Th 2:3 Let no3361 man5100 deceive1818 you5209 by2596 any3367 means:5158 for3754 that day
shall not come, except3362 there come2064 a falling away646 first,4412 and2532 that
man444 of sin266 be revealed,601 the3588 son5207 of perdition;684
There will come a time before the coming of Christ that the world and church will
seek signs and wonders and prophesy. This interest will be stirred by the devil to
prepare the souls of men to worship of Antichrist and the great falling away.
2Th 2:10 And2532 with1722 all3956 deceivableness539 of unrighteousness93 in1722 them
that perish;622 because473, 3739 they received1209 not3756 the3588 love26 of the3588
truth,225 that they846 might be saved.4982
Mat 12:39 But1161 he3588 answered611 and said2036 unto them,846 An evil4190 and2532
adulterous3428 generation1074 seeketh after1934 a sign;4592 and2532 there shall no3756
sign4592 be given1325 to it,846 but1508 the3588 sign4592 of the3588 prophet4396 Jonah:2495
Mar 8:11 And2532 the3588 Pharisees5330 came forth,1831 and2532 began756 to question
with4802 him,846 seeking2212 of3844 him846 a sign4592 from575 heaven,3772 tempting3985
him.846
•

It is clear that even at the first coming of Christ men did not believe in Him
although He did many miracles. Why would men all of a sudden believe in
signs and wonders and be saved at His second coming?

1Co 1:22 For1894 the(2532) Jews2453 require154 a sign,4592 and2532 the Greeks1672 seek
after2212 wisdom:4678
• The prophets of the Bible did not foretold a great signs and wonders move of
God at the end of the age but a great falling away after the Antichrist
because of signs and lying wonders.

Evolution

*The merging of the theological mind and the theory of evolution leads to the
denial of a personal, intelligent creator God. (Gas + force + time = humans.)
* Evolution can be seen as one of the cornerstones of the occult and new age
“gospel”
• At the center core of the theory of evolution is the devilish lie that man is
responsible for his own complexity and intellect and is on an evolutionary
path ever upward to godhood. (Man came this far by himself)
• The mystical goal of evolution as understood through Eastern mystics is to
become God and become part of the eternal universe.
• The serpents lie to Eve to become as god continues to dominate the
ambitions of modern men.
• Evolution is nothing but the Eastern belief in reincarnation of the soul and
body to a higher state of Karma or godhood.
• The theory of evolution once again championed by the academic prophets
of the new age is now generally accepted by the church and the word of
God slandered to be full of error when it comes to “scientific facts”.
• “Science “ is preached as factual gospel and the Bible must take second
place as an “historical” book. Theologians are told to keep informed about
results of modern science. Because of mans pride and Greek mindset that
seeks knowledge he would rather follow the way of “science” than the way
of God.
• To those who do not want to deny God or evolution the theory of theistic
evolution developed which says that God used the proses of evolution to
develop man.
• To deny the specific creation of Adam makes the Bible a mythical book that
can no longer contain a consistent theology.
•
2Ti 3:16 All3956 Scripture1124 is given by inspiration of God,2315 and2532 is profitable5624
for4314 doctrine,1319 for4314 reproof,1650 for4314 correction,1882 for4314 instruction3809 in1722
righteousness:1343
• Satans attack on man is to demote him to the level of just another animal
with al the immoral implications implied.
Psa 8:4 What4100 is man,582 that3588 thou art mindful2142 of him? and the son1121 of
man,120 that3588 thou visitest6485 him?
Psa 8:5 For thou hast made him a little lower2637, 4592 than the angels,4480, 430 and hast
crowned5849 him with glory3519 and honor.1926
• Evolution allows atheists to justify their unbelief in a personal God, it allows
Eastern mystics to justify reincarnation, it allows Newagers to justify their path
toward godhood and cosmic unity and allows occultists to justify their belief
in an impersonal force.

•
•
•

•

If evolution is accepted to be true that means that death preceded man
and is not the product of Adams sin. If sin is fiction we have no need of a
savior.
If evolution were true there would be literally billions of fossil records filling the
evolutionary gaps of all creatures.
Evolution fails to explain the diversity and complexity of live and is utterly silent
when it comes to the complexity of life on a biochemical level. It also fails to
explain why some primitive single cell life forms still remain and failed to
evolve into humans.
Believing in evolution leads another group of false prophets, the
psychologists, to take their patients into regression of their past evolutionary
lives. This opens the door to the spirit world and is nothing but shamanism.

Occult

Occult comes from the word occultis that means concealed or hidden.
Science has subtly moved from physics to metaphysics.
Gnosticism: From the Greek word "knowledge" -salvation comes through
secret knowledge. A diverse belief influenced by Greek philosophy and
similar to forms of pantheism, Gnosticism generally taught that matter was evil
and spirit was good. Forms of Gnosticism affected early Christianity. One
Gnostic heresy taught that because matter was evil, Jesus could not have
come in the flesh.
• Occult involves mystic knowledge and magic power received from the spirit
world and dispensed for the benefit of the devotees. The basic belief is that a
infinite force with a dark and light side pervades the universe and those
initiated into it’s secrets can access and use it to their own ends.
• The source of power is claimed to come from a force, a spirit or man himself.
• Instead of being accountable to a personal God, it is more appealing to
become ones own God through mastery of the “force” by rituals, ceremonies
or secret techniques.
• The prevailing theme of all occult activity is the deification of man and his
liberation from a god that oppress his freedom.
Gen 3:4 And the serpent5175 said559 unto413 the woman,802 Ye shall not3808 surely
die:4191,
Gen 3:5 For3588 God430 doth know3045 that3588 in the day3117 ye eat398 thereof,4480 then
your eyes5869 shall be opened,6491 and ye shall be1961 as gods,430 knowing3045
good2896 and evil.7451
• One does not need to be righteous nor religious to operate the “force”
• Because of the selfish nature of man the promise of power in the hands of
everyone will cause conflict and absolute chaos.
• Divination: any occult technique to obtain information from the spirit world
using a physical object.
• The mere display of seemingly miraculous power is sufficient to cause many
people to follow wherever it may lead, as though anything supernatural must
of necessity be benevolent.
• The main techniques of occultism to make contact with the spirit world are:
1) Visualization.
2) Hypnosis
3) Psychological counseling
4) Positive thinking / confession
•
•
•

•
•

5) Eastern meditation techniques.
The fact that men are healed or become successful through occult powers
does not prove that the purpose behind it is to bless men.
The devils intent is to destroy but his bait to entice men is some “apparent
good”.

Materialism
•
•

•

Darwinian evolution formed the basis for materialism. Materialism does not
believe in anything that goes beyond the five senses and the material
universe and that cannot be explained by science and laws.
Evolution is the father of determinism witch states that any theory held by any
man is the product of certain physical structures of the holder- perhaps in the
brain and body chemistry. All ideas of true and moral would only be the result
of random motions of atoms in the brain.
Humanistic psychology is the evangelist of Darwinism, trying to convince its
hearers that man is simply the result of external stimulus and response and
body chemistry and that soul is mind. This gospel is called Behaviorism.

Behaviorism (Stimulus and response) states that the soul has conditioned
response to stimuli and therefore can be controlled, programmed and
studied as a law of science. Behavior modification is preached as science.
*To the behaviorist thoughts originate in the brain as the result of chemical and
electrical processes. The truth however is that thoughts are the product of the soul
which is outside of the brain and eternal. The laws of physics and chemistry applied
to the brain cannot explain human personality.
• Instead of producing thought, brain activity is the result of thought.
• It thought is produced outside of and independently of the brain and
therefore must be outside the physical dimension.
• It may be to the interest of “science” to turn a blind eye to the fact that
thought is produced outside the brain, but it is not in the interest of truth.
• The human soul and spirit does the thinking and use the brain to
communicate these thoughts to the body and physical dimension.
• There can be no science of human behavior because human behavior is
unpredictable.
• Evolution is also the father of relativism which state that truth is relative to the
person, no ultimate truth exist and what is true for you is not necessarily true
for me. Relativism denies the existence of a moral and eternal soul and is
satan’s attack on the moralality of man. If everything is relative then society
becomes amoral and there can be no such thing as right or wrong. The
logical consequence is that every opinion is equally valid, this is praised as
broad-mindedness.
• If materialism is all there is then occultism or any form of spirituality is simply a
delusion.
• The phenomenon of remote viewing (astral projection) is clear evidence to
the scientific community that man is more than physical beings.
•

Whatever hope is placed in the laws of science on a venture into what is
clearly spiritual is nothing but suicidal.
• Scientism is the exaltation of science that gives it unquestioned and final
authority so that it is the religion of the materialist. Scientism is the
psychological dominance of a materialistic philosophy into hardened
dogma, masquerading as truth and authentic.
• Rather than admit a personal God science chose mysticism and postulates
an impersonal force behind creation. Mysticism is at the root of the new age
and is the process by witch a personal God is denied and described as a
force only to be later replaced by the angel of light. The knowledge of the
identity of this spirit being is for those who have studied the secrets of laws
and rituals.
• In a further attempt to deny the spirit realm and God the academics and
psychologists came up with the theory of the “sub conscious mind” to
explain paranormal activity. Astral projection, automatic writing and devil
manifestations are explained as the manifestations of the unconscious or
collective unconscious of the mind. The focus is placed on the untapped
“human potential”. Man is deified unto godhood and the devil, which is
denied, claims his prey.
• The Greek mindset is conditioned to accept a scientific explanation and
terminology for everything. The respectability of science gives mysticism and
the occult the wide acceptance it receives even from the conservatives.
In mans effort to understand and control everything by scientific laws the study of
the spiritual or non-physical dimension and occult is named parapsychology or
transpersonal psychology. The study of ESP and other supernatural phenomena
dating to the foundation of the English Society of Physical Research in 1882 and
continued through laboratory research at Duke University Parapsychology
Laboratory, Stanford Research Institute and elsewhere. This movement attempts to
give scientific validity to Occult and/or paranormal activities such as the alleged
Psychic abilities of Uri Geller.
• The objective of the devil is to emotionalize and mythologize science so that
in effect a belief in the demonic will creep in while the “scientific mind”
remains closed to any belief in God or the spirit realm. The spiritual is once
again explained by evolution to be a highly evolved species that tries to
make contact with man.
• The belief that man has unlimited and untapped human potential or that he
can contact higher evolved beings through scientific methods makes him in
real terms a “Materialistic Magician”.
• An altered state of consciousness achieved through “scientific methods”
allows devils to take over the brain and create a universe of illusion.
• Science is still on the throne and tries to keep materialism alive in a nonphysical realm where it has no authority; this is a recipe for deception and
ultimate disaster.
• The human spirit operates the brain. If the connection between the human
spirit and the brain could be temporarily disconnected it would allow another
“spirit” to operate the brain and subject the person to occult bondage and
delusion.
• Men are set free from shortsighted materialism only to be caught and
swallowed up in the occult.
• The purpose of devils deception is to convince the deceived that the world
of illusion is a greater reality than the material world.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The promise of all so-called “spirit or ET” entities is to solve the human problem
through the promise of power. No amount of power, no matter how high,
can solve a moral problem.
The introduction into the spirit realm through scientific experiments now opens
credible men to mislead the masses with “new” information received from
ET’s.
With science as the front devils can bring a whole new perspective on reality
and truth to the world.
Parapsychology now attacks the credibility of the Bible by claiming that God
did not inspire it but it’s writers and prophets were only “primitive remote
viewers”.
Psychics, channelers, remote viewers, necromancers, and clairvoyance these
are all those who through different techniques make contact and are led by
devils.
Shamanism - Spiritual world view of Native American and other early Cultures
that believe witch doctors or spiritual leaders can provide healing, guidance,
or wisdom through the Occult, Spiritism, or altered states. The shaman’s soul is
sometimes believed to leave the body during a trance at which time the
shaman will speak with beings from the other worlds or assume animal forms.
Shamanism is based on the belief that the spirit world can be manipulated by
thoughts in the mind firmly held(positive mental attitude), by words
repeatedly spoken(positive confession) and mental pictures of the desired
thing.
The devil establish the credibility of remote viewing by detailing certain
actual events and places and then he uses this credibility to destroy faith in
the Bible and set up a counter religion.
Through scientific remote viewing (shamanism) men are misled to believe in
UFO’s and alien life. When the time is right devils will invade the earth for the
final battle and the deceived will receive them as “aliens”.
Scientology – the belief that man created this MEST (matter,energy, space,
time continuum). Man is called Thetans. After creating everything man
incarnated the bodies of their creation and is evolving to higher levels while
repeatedly reincarnating. Through psychotherapy and mysticism all the
trauma is peeled off and man finally breaks through to godhood.
Scientology is a mixture of the deification of man, psychology, eastern
mysticism, parapsychology and the occult.
Power to everybody brings greater conflict not peace.
In most Eastern thinking gods are purveyors of energy and finally impersonal.
The god is the vehicle of its energy and the energy involved determines the
character of the god.
Demonic communication to men contradicts itself because it is not just a
power that is presented to men but is always accompanied by a consistent
anti Christian philosophy.
If there is no God there is consequently no moral obligation towards Him.
Everything is relative to the view and experience of the person and there is no
right or wrong. If there is no right or wrong then it follows that every bodies
opinion must be of equal value. This is new age broadmindedness that
discriminates only against those with fixed Biblical principals. This is in actual
fact the worst kind of narrow mindedness because it eliminates all other
points of view. The broad-minded desire to refuse nothing and embrace

everything denies the very real distinction between opposing views and
impolitely refuses to take them seriously.
• The consequence of relative values that makes everything “right”
depending on the perspective of the person leads to social chaos. If the devil
cant destroy men by giving them each unlimited power to do so, he will
encourage them to each have their own way at the cost of everybody else
because after all who’s to say that we cant gratify ourselves. This is real
democracy (demoncracy) that insists on the rights of the immoral.
• Ecumenism is the religious attempt to look past differences and unite all
religions under the banner of love, power and unity.
Pantheism: The belief that all is One and that One is God, thus all is God. This God is
an all- encompassing, impersonal principle or force. A central doctrine for most
eastern religions and New Age groups.
Universalism: The belief that all people will eventually receive eternal life. Many
different groups hold to universalism from various perspectives and for diverse (and
sometimes opposing) reasons. This doctrine can be found among liberal Protestants
and Catholics, the New Age, and most non-monotheistic world religions.
• Evolution – relativism – pantheism – universalism
• The new age wants to make everything in the Bible physical laws (Christian
science) and not moral law. Physical laws empower men while moral laws
demand from men.
• The gospel of the occult is the promise of power to take charge of one’s own
life and get out of life what one desires. It can not solve the moral bankruptcy
of man.
2Co 4:4 In1722 whom3739 the3588 god2316 of this5127 world165 hath blinded5186 the3588
minds3540 of them which believe not,571 lest3361 the3588 light5462 of the3588 glorious1391
gospel2098 of Christ,5547 who3739 is2076 the image1504 of God,2316 should shine826 unto
them.846
Rev 12:9 And2532 the3588 great3173 dragon1404 was cast out,906 that old744 serpent,3789
called2564 the Devil,1228 and2532 Satan,4567 which deceiveth4105 the3588 whole3650
world:3625 he was cast out906 into1519 the3588 earth,1093 and2532 his848 angels32 were
cast out906 with3326 him.846

Naturalism
•
•
•
•
•

Science of the mind teaches that God is a supreme, creative universal power
and that man controls his destiny by mental processes.
Naturalism: all events follow scientifically explicable laws of cause and effect.
The belief that there exist scientific procedures for the release of spiritual
energy. It is another version of scientism.
Christian science: the belief that the Bible holds formulas that are spiritual
laws that when applied produce wealth, health and power.
Positive confession: the charismatic version of Christian Science and
naturalism. The belief that faith is a law that activates the Force of faith.
New Thought: Similar to Christian Science theology, however, it usually
maintains the reality of matter. Rejects Christ as a person by explaining that
the Christ is only a principle. New Thought believes the universe is “mental”,

God is “energy” and prayer is the scientific technique to release God energy
by applying laws.
Rom 3:27 Where4226 is boasting2746 then?3767 It is excluded.1576 By1223 what4169 law?3551
of works?2041 Nay:3780 but235 by1223 the law3551 of faith.4102
G3551
νομος
nomos
nom'-os
From a primary word νεμω nemo (to parcel out, especially food or grazing to
animals); law (through the idea of prescriptive usage), generally (regulation),
specifically (of Moses [including the volume]; also of the Gospel), or figuratively (a
principle): - law.
These verses of the Bible are misquoted to mean a “spiritual” law of cause
and effect when in actual fact it is referring to a moral law of man being
made righteous by faith in the Lord Jesus the Christ.
• God is not part of creation and bound to the laws that He established to
govern and maintain it. God is outside of His creation and supernaturally acts
and intervenes against the laws that govern the material world.
• Those who try to pin God down to a set of rules and laws are motivated by a
materialistic mindset.
• A miracle by any definition must violate the laws that govern the physical
universe.
2Pe 3:12 Looking for4328 and2532 hasting4692 unto the3588 coming3952 of the3588 day2250
of God,2316 wherein1223, 3739 the heavens3772 being on fire4448 shall be dissolved,3089
and2532 the elements4747 shall melt2741 with fervent heat?5080
2Pe 3:13 Nevertheless1161 we, according2596 to his846 promise,1862 look for4328 new2537
heavens3772 and2532 a new2537 earth,1093 wherein1722, 3739 dwelleth2730
righteousness.1343
• The God we serve is outside and totally above his creation. That which is now
seen and subject to laws will one day be destroyed.
• Evolution once again gives credibility to naturalism. It says that nature is all
there is.
• The spiritual version of naturalism (faith movement et al.) teaches that God
will act on certain “spiritual laws” if activated by the “believer”. This version is
also known as Christian Science.
• Shamanism is based on the belief that the spirit world can be manipulated by
thoughts in the mind firmly held (positive mental attitude), by words
repeatedly spoken (positive confession) and mental pictures of the desired
thing.
• The charismatic faith movement is a combination of naturalism and
Christianity that is nothing but Christian Science and that makes the preacher
a Shaman with a Gnostic edge (familiar with the secret formulas that brings
salvation).
• Paganism: Historically paganism has been used as a generic term to
describe primitive non-Christian religions and superstitions. More recently
paganism is used as an umbrella term referring to Wicca/Witchcraft,
ceremonial Magic, nature worship, polytheism (especially female deities),
and ancient mythologies (Celt, Norse, Egyptian, Greek and Roman).
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Naturalism with its scientific explanation for everything makes its Christian
version namely Christian Science nothing but a scientific paganism.
Naturalism and scientism in the study of spiritual phenomena is also the father
of parapsychology.
The prestige of science backing the new paganism has guaranteed its
acceptance by the educated world.
The only difference between ancient paganism and the modern gospel is
that the shamans and priests have exchanged their robes and rituals for suit
and tie and laws of faith and are now called pastors.
Christian science is the practical religion that keeps man in control and
reduces God to a force that works by laws.
One of the marks of a cult is that its followers must accept without question
the authority, understanding and infallibility of its leaders.
The new Christianity gives itself cult status by following a leader who has the
secret “revelation” of the knowledge of spirituality.
Devils gladly respond with a seeming miracle to the “faith confession” in
order to deceive and seduce the unsuspecting into further delusion.
The enormities of delusions of modern preachers are only exceeded by the
enormity of their pride.
By definition everything that can be explained by scientific law, whether
physical or spiritual, cannot be a miracle.
Mans zeal to explain and control the spiritual led him into legalism and dead
religion.
The gifts of the Spirit are under the direction and control of God and are
provided by His grace exclusively for His purpose and Glory. The gifts are not
for the individual to poses and to be used and “activated” as he sees fit.
Miracles and the activity of the Holy Spirit come by the empowerment and
direction of God, and not by human initiative, mandate or activation.
The gifts of the Spirit cannot be taught.
The devil will quickly step in and manifest a gift that is supposedly under the
control of the “believer”. This will be lying sign and wonder to bring
deception.
God’s power also exerts a moral influence, which is entirely lacking in any
natural power.

Native and Nature Religion
•
•
•
•
•

Ecological preservation is not so much emphasized for the sake of nature
preservation but for the sake of a belief in nature spirits and “mother earth”
(Gaia).
The popular DELUSION that anything natural must be beneficial, has gained
unchallenged acceptance.
The western world is seeking oneness with nature because it suits the Eastern
Pantheistic worldview that all are one and all are God.
Man is encouraged to recognize his oneness with nature a to seek this
oneness with the universal mind through “higher states of consciousness”.
The Christian worldview that separates matter and spirit is blamed for the
destruction of nature.

Pantheism: The belief that all is One and that One is God, thus all is God. This God is
an all- encompassing, impersonal principle or force. A central doctrine for most
eastern religions and New Age groups.
• The world condones witchcraft under the popular euphemism of “traditional
medicine” or “native cures” and at the same time criticizes and objects to a
Christian worldview.
• Pagan religions are taught in school under the name of “culture” studies.
Animism: The idea that all things in the universe are inherently invested with a life
force, soul or mind. This belief is an important component of many primitive religions,
the Occult, and Spiritism.
Idolatry: 1.) The worship of idols, images, or any thing made by hands, or which is not
God. Idolatry is of two kinds; the worship of images, statues, pictures, &c. made by
hands; and the worship of the heavenly bodies, the sun, moon and stars, or of
demons, angels, men and animals.
2.) Excessive attachment or veneration for any thing, or that which borders on
adoration.
Fetichism: The worship of idols among the Negroes of Africa, among whom fetch is
an idol, any tree, stone or other thing worshipped.
• Nature religion beliefs that they take on and become the qualities of the
being that they worship. They will always carry and amulet that comes from
the animal from which they received their power. The animal from which they
receive their power is called the “power” animal.
Amulet: Something worn as a remedy or preservative against evils or mischief, such
as diseases and witchcraft. Amulets, in days of ignorance, were common. They
consisted of certain stones, metals or plants; sometimes of words, characters or
sentences, arranged in a particular order. They were appended to the neck or
body. Among some nations, they are still in use.
• The identity of the intelligence behind pagan religion is betrayed by its antiChristian qualities.
Taoism, Lao-tzu: Chinese philosophy teaching that there is no personal God-all is
the impersonal Tao (similar to impersonal God- force of Hindu pantheism). The Tao is
composed of conflicting opposites (Yin and Yang), which should be balanced or
harmonized through Yoga, Meditation, etc. to promote spiritual wholeness.
According to legend, Taoism founder Lao-tzu wrote Tao Te Ching ("The Way and Its
Power") about 550 BC. His teaching was developed and spread in the third century
B.C. by Chuang-Tzu whose writings inspired the Tao Tsang, 1200 volumes of Taoist
scripture.
Yin and Yang: New Age concept borrowed from Taoism holding that the universe
consists of two opposite energy forces (positive/negative; male/female, etc.). Both
are necessary and both must be harmonized for proper function. This Yin and Yang
also flow through the human body so that a balance is required to maintain health.
Many New Age medical techniques are based on attempts to balance this alleged
energy or chi. When all is balanced, the Yin and Yang harmonize and the body
works properly.
Holistic Health: (New Age Medicine/Alternative Medicine) A view of health care
focusing on the "whole self" (body, mind and spirit) and natural or spiritual cures.
Some Holistic Health remedies and assumptions (i.e., a focus on wellness and
prevention) are well within the Christian worldview and are scientifically valid. Much
within this movement, however, is based on pantheistic concepts, New Age
"Visualization," and eastern religious beliefs such as Chinese Taoism (Yin and Yang).

Most questionable are such holistic practices that have no valid physiological
explanation or valid scientific proof such as Applied Kinesiology, Reflexology and
iridology.
Hinduism: A major world religion, which teaches that ultimately matter, is an illusion,
God is an impersonal force and that all (including man) is God. Many of the
underlying presuppositions of Hinduism are incorporated, modified, and expanded
upon in the New Age Movement.
Anthropology: 1.) A discourse upon human nature.
2.) The doctrine of the structure of the human body; the natural history or physiology
of the human species.
3.) The word denotes that manner of expression by which the inspired writers
attribute human parts and passions to God.
*A system of belief that says humans should base their behavior on nature justifies
any behavior because nature knows no morals or ethics. Ethics: The doctrines of
morality or social manners; the science of moral philosophy, which teaches men
their duty and the reasons of it. A system of moral principles; a system of rules for
regulating the actions and manners of men in society.
Native American Spirituality: The religious beliefs, practices and rituals associated
Native Americans. Early Native American beliefs, though diverse, often shared
common religious ideas. Many believed in a "Great Spirit," that nature in all of its
forms possessed spirits, and that all life was interconnected. Seasons and moons
often were viewed as marking times of evocation for spirits and prosperity. New Age
beliefs have been promoting a revival of Native American spirituality seeing obvious
parallels with their views.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The new age teachers promote unity with nature and nature religion but do
not talk about the savageness and bloodthirsty nature of the people who
follow these demons.
Paganism has always brought fear and death once the veneer of harmony
and peace wears off and the nature of the devils behind it are revealed.
All false religions are nothing else but different doorways into the same
worship of devils.
In all nature religions there is a presumed cause and effect relationship
between rituals or ceremonies and obtaining of power or blessing. Nature
religion is ritualistic and like all occult beliefs convinced that “spirits” are
subject to formulas and chants.
Without being directly connected nature religion is in principal the same as
Christianizes Science.
Wherever devil worship in any form is practiced the people remain poor, sick
and enslaved to fear, hate and superstition.
All paganism is based in the belief that repeating certain chants or
performing rituals can obtain spiritual favor.
In the last day spiritual awakening to devils and demons, a great contribution
will come from the indigenous peoples idolatry because it worship the same
god as the new age.

Spirit Posession
* Lev 20:6 And the soul5315 that834 turneth6437 after413 such as have familiar spirits,178
and after413 wizards,3049 to go a whoring2181 after310 them, I will even set5414 (853) my

face6440 against that1931 soul,5315 and will cut him off3772, (853) from among4480, 7130 his
people.5971
Deu 18:11 Or a charmer,2266, 2267 or a consulter7592 with familiar spirits,178 or a
wizard,3049 or a necromancer.1875, 413, 4191
• Familiar spirit: A demon or evil spirit supposed to attend at a call.
Necromancy: Attempts to discover the future or obtain information by invoking help
of the dead or communication with the dead.
Divination: The biblical term describing attempts to supernaturally gain hidden
knowledge, usually about the future, apart from the God of the Bible (Ezekiel 21:2225, Acts 16:16). Most often props are involved such as the hand (palm reading), the
stars (astrology), cards (Tarot), or random symbols (I Ching).
*The purpose of devils speaking through mediums, pretending to be the spirits of the
dead, is to encourage faith in the lie that death is an illusion and entry into a higher
evolutionary state.
• The Catholic Church practice consulting the dead through praying to and
through their “saints”.
• All channeled material parrot the lie of the serpent in the Garden of Eden.
Apparition: a visible spirit, an appearance, a ghost becoming visible.
• The main theme that is communicated through various channelers is: man’s
oneness with God, his ignorance of his oneness, regaining oneness through
enlightment, reincarnation in the evolutionary process of attaining our higher
self.
• The attempt of demonic communication is always to discredit or correct the
Bible for erroneous teaching or narrow-mindedness that have offended
sinners.
• Through channelers “ ascended masters” teach the blasphemy that Jesus
the Christ is just another of the evolved masters that knew the illuminated
secrets. He was just a god like all the masters and like all men. Similar to his lie
in the Garden, the serpent attacks the authority and character of God and
seeks to deify men.
• It is through the communication of devils with men that the new age Jesus
(Lucifer) is introduced to man and is set up as God in the temple of God.
• Altered states of consciousness induced through Eastern Mysticism and
Hypnosis opens the brain and body to be controlled by another mind or spirit
personality.
• The center to which all roads of spirit consulting lead is devil possession.
Possession involves the invasion of the person by another independent entity.
•
•
•
•
•
•

DRUGS, VISUALIZATION AND POSSESSION

Drugs and demon possession goes hand in hand and mind altering
substances becomes the launch pad for mind trips into the occult.
Drugs opened the western mind to Easter Mystic influences.
The shaman must enter an altered state of consciousness to obtain his spirit
guide and affect his sorcery; often the means of doing so is through mindaltering drugs.
Psychedelic drugs brings an effortless separation between the
(mind/soul)/spirit of man and his brain, this gap is then occupied by a demon
mind that operates the brain.
To artificially improve moods with a pill deny the person the strengthening
experience needed for real solutions.
To many people get through their daily chores on a drug induced fog.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The only known chemical imbalance in the brain, know to science, is that
witch is induced by prescription medication. Freud’s psychological theories
replaced commonsense Bible truth, biopsychiatric theories of chemical
imbalance in the brain has replaced psychological theories.
All psychiatric drugs produce their effect by causing brain dysfunction.
All prescription drugs given for psychological disorders are given not on a
diagnosis of the brain but on a behavioral profile.
The occult uses Thinking, speaking and visualization to create their own
reality; all these are supercharged when the person is on drugs.
Spirit possession comes through necromancy, astral travel, drug-induced
trances, Eastern mystic meditation (think, speak, visualize).
The demon spirit is only looking for an opportunity to bring his subject to an
altered state of consciousness so that he can take over the brain and lead
him into any and every demonic delusion.
Once introduced to visualization the gap between what is visualized and
what materialize is quickly closed and direct contact is made with demon
entities.
At first the man creates the image through visualization, thereafter the devil
takes over and creates the vision in the mind.
It is much more acceptable to believe that one is being led by his own
human potential and imagination than to confess the reality of devils and
their deceptive work in those that practice visualization techniques.
The purpose of TM and other Eastern meditation techniques are to break
down barriers that were placed there by God to prevent a demonic
takeover.

2Co 11:14 And2532 no3756 marvel;2298 for1063 Satan4567 himself846 is transformed3345
into1519 an angel32 of light.5457
• One of the great purposes of demonic contact is to bring confusion about
what is real and what is not. The result is pure Hinduism that teaches all matter
is an illusion and that the spirit is more real than the present and physical.

Ecology, Science and Shamanism
*The pantheistic belief of the new age gave a religious motivation to the
protection of earth and nature.
• The focus on conservation calls for a “biospiritual” faith.
• The loss of personal significance and the flood of new technologies led to the
current back to earth rebellion that, similar to the romantic age, is leading its
proponents into the pantheistic and animistic occult worldview.
• Christians are deceived into caring for the earth instead of preparing souls for
eternity.
• Like all the plots of the enemy to bring in his systems, an overemphasis is
placed on the problem only to import a humanistic solution that would
eventually bring bondage and enslavement.
• Political leaders, church leaders and ecologists gave gathered together
under the banner of Global Forum to unite efforts for the global survival of
man and nature. Instead of discussing mans impending doom at the
judgment seat of God, the destruction of earth and its resources seems to be

•
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the only focus. This demonic decoy leads men away from the real reason of
the fall and destruction of creation.
World leaders promote the lie that ecological problems can be solved only
through a “ new spiritual” approach. This approach is obviously the worship of
mother earth, nature forces and earth spirits that supposedly dwell in
everything in nature. Saving the earth by worshiping it is nothing else but the
revival of ancient paganism.
The green movements are the humanistic attempts to restore the lost
paradise of Eden without acknowledging that the problem is mans rebellion
against his Creator.
One cannot both believe in evolution and ecological preservation of species
or habitats.
The idea that all things are interconnected and interrelated led to the
shamanic fantasy that human consciousness can change the environment.
The return to nature is a basic message in almost all communication with the
occult world.

Eastern Mysticism

The basic model of man that led to the development of Eastern mysticism is
the same that led to humanistic psychotherapy.
Eastern mysticism has penetrated every area of thought of Western society
and is presented as the normal, accepted and mass way of thinking.
The drug movement of the 60’s and the underlying rebellion to a merciless
system opened the door to the alternative gospel of the Eastern gurus.
No Christian missionaries are allowed among Hindus in India, but Hindus are
actively evangelizing the world with their demonic filth.
Hinduism and Buddhism infiltrate our society, government, schools and
science, while Christianity is banned as a religion.
Eastern mysticism is marketed under the guise of science and the scientific
holistic approach. The Greek mindset of Westerners swallows this demonic lie
fully since it appeals to the lust for knowledge.
Eastern mysticism promotes the idea that the alternate spiritual reality is more
real than the “cultural trance” we call reality. Psychology echoes the mystic
lie and declares that the “subconscious” is the real and the conscious the
dream state.
The purpose of fantasy demon land is to make men reject the impoverished
world of consciousness and pursue the spirit world.
Eastern meditation techniques were designed by demons to help men
escape from the unreal world of time and senses.
The Eastern mystic so-called “ awakening into higher consciousness” is
actually the demonization of mankind in preparation for Antichrist and his
world religion.
Channeled messages describe the influx of Eastern meditation and “health
centers” as beachheads secured by the demon world for the occult invasion.
In Eastern mysticism death is an illusion and Yoga and meditation was
developed to escape the endless cycle of reincarnation to reach a state of
godhood.
Jesus the Christ was resurrected not reincarnated. The Antichrist will likely
claim to be the latest reincarnation of Christ.

•
•
•
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Regression into the past through “scientific” techniques and under the
banner of Psychology serves to supposedly confirm the existence of past lives
and the belief in reincarnation.
Evolution is the essential partner of reincarnation. Evolution is just the
“scientific” Western version of reincarnation.
The source behind psychic power is not atomic but demonic.
Meditation as promoted by the Mystics is a proses by which the man cease
to think, and empty his mind. This passive state is the door for demonic
possession.
When the mind becomes passive the meditater enters into an altered state of
consciousness and is introduced to demonic fantasyland.
The feeling of being part of everything else in the universe is known as unity or
cosmic consciousness.
The delusion of Eastern mysticism seeks unity with an impersonal universe; this
is in contrast to the personal and moral God of the Bible.
Men would rather reject their misconceptions about Christianity and pursue
Mysticism than to seek after and inquire about the God of the Bible.
Love is meaningless without truth and Christian love can function only within
the boundaries of God’s moral character of holiness and righteousness.
The new world religion is a smorgasbord of science, psychology, Eastern
mysticism and ancient paganism.

